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Not Known by the Mailman
Ron Bentley
We all have had experience of a missing
letter that failed to reach the intended
addressee. When it happens, we wonder
how much effort the postal service put forth
trying to make delivery.
The cover shown here was posted by
surface mail from the United States in
December 1940. On the back are a number
of postmarks including a partial “secret”
HANOI RP BIS censor postmark. The front
bears “UNKNOWN” (“INCONNU”)
and “RETURN TO SENDER”
(“RETOUR A L’ENVOYEUR”) markings.
They are all interesting markings but hardly
spectacular. However, on the reverse are two
very unusual handstamps that provide
visibility into the efforts of the Indochinese
Post Office to deliver the mail. Along the
edge is a handstamp meaning “Not known at
the roll call of mailmen at the Hanoi post
office” (“Inconnu à l’appel des Facteurs du
bureau de Hanoi”).1 The second marking
supports this assertion. At the top of a large
rectangle is “The Mailmen” (“Les
Facteurs”) over two columns of numbers
from 1 to 14. The numbers correspond to
postal delivery routes in Hanoi. Next to
most of the numbers are the handwritten
initials of mailmen signifying that “the
addressee is not on my route.”

An American Christmas seal tied by postmarks from
Indochina adds to the appeal of this interesting piece of
postal history.
1

While I have seen examples where the
post service has gone to great lengths to find
an addressee, this is the first example that I
have seen where all the mailmen were
individually polled. ∞

Many thanks to Thierry Wiart for his comments on the postal markings.
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Editor/ Executive Secretary’s Report
Sharon Newby wrote to say that her husband, Donald Newby, had passed away last August. We offer
our condolences to the Newby family. Sharon plans to keep Don’s exhibit and continue membership in
SICP. She will retain member number 713 and joins the very exclusive group of female SICP members.
Welcome Sharon.
We have been experimenting with distributing the ICP electronically. This has many pluses but also a
few drawbacks. One obvious benefit is that your ICP arrives at the speed of light! Another advantage
noted by appreciative members is that the images are in color. If you would like to participate in this
experiment while we continue to iron out the wrinkles, please let me know.
COLFRA is reprinting the definitive work on Indochina philately, Jacques Desrousseax’s Postes &
Courriers Français en Extreme-Orient. I will consolidate an order from SICP members who wish to
purchase this 7-volume, 400-page work. Thierry Wiart, one of our active members in France, has agreed to
coordinate the order with COLFRA. Four volumes have been printed so far. If interested, please send me
$75.00 for US members and $85.00 for foreign members by 30 April 2002. I do not know the exact price,
but that is my best guess at this point. Any overage will be refunded.
New members to our society are:
745

Joseph Hannah
10735 Roosevelt Way NE #7
Seattle, WA 98125

746

William Kubiak
92 Queensway Flat 2
London W2 3RR UK

747

Alain Hurpet
BP 5
Mailly Le Camp
10230 France

Indochina and Cambodian covers

748

Jean-François Gibot
6, rue Grellier
Magnac Laval
87190

France military covers 1883-1956
Native Women stamps and covers

749

Phillip H. Witsberger
Apt 4
620 Wiltshire Boulevard
Dayton, OH 45419-2734

everything from the Indochina area

750

Bijoy Kumar Vora
35/2E Mahendra Banerjee Road
Calcutta 700060
India

dealer

751

Jim Cannon
4373H Crepe Myrtle Court
Murrels Inlet, SC 29576

specialty items from Cambodia,
Laos and Vietnams
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President’s Message
Richard Aspnes
Welcome to our newly elected Board of Directors and officers. The individuals and their positions are
listed on the second page of this publication. We look forward to a progressive and enjoyable term of
service of our members.
Please support the SICP auction contained in this issue, as the net proceeds from the auction aid our
society in improving services to our members. Norman Davis, our auction manager and director, has
cataloged and described 382 lots this time. He promises another auction in the fall covering North and
Socialist Vietnam as well as Viet Cong.
Speaking of our society, research, information, and just plain questions are always needed and most
welcome – “information is turned into knowledge by communication.” So please break out your pencil,
pen, keyboard, or whatever, and pass on your individual information, make it knowledge, for enjoyment of
all. The members of the board will assist – just ask! Of course, one easy avenue for participation is to ask
a question about a stamp or cover. Using the journal as a forum to pose questions is a powerful way to
connect people who have fragments of the total picture. Putting the pieces together on the pages of ICP is a
way of drawing on the collective knowledge of the membership.
As part of our projected improved services to our members, we request members that regularly used email for communications, advise Ron Bentley, Executive Secretary, of their e-mail address and if they wish
to receive the ICP electronically in Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF). On this same subject we are
planning and soliciting suggestions and comments from our members regarding several projects:
Capturing, scanning, indexing, and potentially perform a full optical character recognition (OCR) text
processing, of all ICP back issues that are not available in electronic format. To accomplish this enormous
effort, the society solicits both the loan of original copies of the ICP, and also volunteers for the effort to
process the documents. Please advise Ron Bentley of the availability of original ICP copies in your
libraries (the copies must be “loose leaf” to allow for manipulation during the scanning process). The
ultimate product would be made available on CD-ROMs.
Can we arrange to translate and republish the definitive work of Vietnamese philately – Buu-Hoa VietNam, 1951-1971, by Nguyen Bao Tung? This book is available in a very limited printing, and certainly
deserves wider availability.
Enhancements to the SICP Internet web site (URL is listed on the second page) including potentially
locating a new “home” computer to host the web site. Andrew Crenshaw has accomplished wonders in
building and maintaining this Internet presence; he advises that for technical reasons the society must
consider locating a ‘permanent’ home. Andrew needs assistance in improving and maintaining the site, and
being able to host and provide images of SICP auctions lots is desired. Do I hear from another volunteer?
The next SICP function, our annual casual gathering at NAPEX (URL: http://www.napex.org/) in the
Washington suburbs, is scheduled for Saturday 1 June 2002. Mark your calendars! NAPEX will be held
31 May through 2 June at the McLean Hilton at Tysons Corner, 7920 Jones Branch Drive, McLean,
Virginia 22102. Later in the summer, we plan to hold our annual meeting at the APS Stampshow in
Atlantic City, New Jersey 15-8 August 2002.
Our society has committed $500 to support Washington 2006, the once-a-decade international stamp
show. I know that it seems a long way off, but it will be here before we know it and we can be proud that
our group has supported the future of our hobby. ∞
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Classified Advertisements
This section is provided for members to post notices to buy, sell or exchange philatelic material.
Advertisements of 30 words or less may be sent to the editor for consideration for publication. Current
members are allowed two free classified advertisements per calendar year.
Wanted mint and used examples of 6 cent Angkor Thom envelope (Higgins and Gage # B47) to complete
a study. Will trade or buy. Ron Bentley, 2600 North 24th Street, Arlington, Virginia 22207
ron.bentley@verizon.net. ∞

Vietnamese Food Ration Stamps
Toan Chuan Nguyen
Vietnamese food ration stamps do not carry the same meaning as ration stamps of other countries
because their meaning is more politically based. The study of Vietnamese food stamps can provide a better
understanding of the hidden side of a Communist society lacking widespread wealth.
Vietnamese food stamps usually contain a centrally-located seal of the authorizing office. From 1963
to 1976, the food stamps had the seal of the “Department of Alimentation” (Tong Cuc Luong Thuc ),
leftmost item in Figure 1. Afterward, the seal was changed to the “Department of Food and Alimentation”
(Bo Luong Thuc Va Thuc Pham), second from left in Figure 1. In addition to the civil department issuing
the food stamps, the Vietnam People’s Army also issued its own stamps. I have found two kinds of
military food stamps carrying different seal designs. The first was from G4, Main Headquarters or Corps
level (Cuc Quan Luong), third item in Figure 1. The second was from S4, Division or Battalion level
(Phong Quan Nhu), rightmost item in Figure 1.

Department of
Alimentation

Department of
Food and Alimentation

G4, Main Headquarters

S4,
Division or Battalion level

Figure 1. Examples of official seals found on food stamps.
The food stamps had various face values in terms of weights of rice. Reportedly, face values were 25,
50, 100, 200, 225 and 250 grams and 1, 2 and 5 kilograms. With the fall of Saigon in April 1975, North
and South Vietnam were united forming the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. After the union, the face values
of the food ration stamps remained the same. The only change was the name, Viet Nam Dan Chu Cong
Hoa (Democratic Republic of Vietnam), Figure 2, to Cong Hoa Xa Hoi Chu Nghia Viet Nam (Socialist
Republic of Vietnam), Figure 3.
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Vietnamese Food Ration Stamps

Figure 2. Democratic Republic of Vietnam Food Stamps.

Figure 3. Socialist Republic of Vietnam Food Stamps.
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Vietnamese Food Ration Stamps
Food stamps can be classified into the following types:
Regular food stamps (Tem Luong Thuc). These stamps were issued to the citizens
and government employees when they were working and had a valid family
registration card (So Ho Khau). These stamps were issued on a per-person permonth basis only.

Transfer food stamps (Tem Chuyen Luong Thuc). These stamps were issued to
government employees when they had official permission to travel as part of their
jobs. Also, they were issued to citizens who had asked the local police for
permission to be absent from home for a fixed number of days with a good reason.
When police permission was granted, the stamps were issued to the citizens to take
with them to the new place and to exchange the stamps for the daily food ration.
People’s Army food stamps (Tem Luong Thuc Quan Doi Nhan Dan). These
stamps were issued to the soldiers who reside in a big unit located near the center
headquarters
Division food stamps (Tem Luong Thuc Quan Khu). These stamps were issued to
the soldiers at the Corps or Division level only (Quan Khu 7, 8, …).

Local food stamps (Tem Luong Thuc Noi Bo). These stamps were issued for
internal use within a unit. At the right is a stamp from “Internal Department”
used for an outside mission (in Cambodia or Intelligence office, with a secret code
“Cuc Quan Tri A40" (Department A40).

As shown in Figure 4, there are other stamps that functioned similarly to the food ration stamps:

Linen

Sugar

Meat

Concentrated Canned Milk

Figure 4. Other Ration Stamps.
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Vietnamese Food Ration Stamps
The core of Communist doctrine is control of the people by any means. Some party officials believed
that the best way to force people to follow the Party guidelines was through control of their stomachs. This
was accomplished through the Personal Ration Policy (Chinh Sach Ho Khau). The rules of food rationing
became very strict when Vietnam experienced food shortages because of war or natural disasters.
The food stamps became very important during difficult times since if people did not have food stamps
they could not buy food even if they had a lot of money. The food stamps verified that a person was a
“good citizen.” Food could only be purchased from the government owned food stores. Farmers were
required to sell their produce to the government shops (Cua Hang Quoc Doanh) at a price lower than they
would get if it was sold in the free market. The government also gave the farmers, on an exchange basis,
necessary farm materials such as fertilizer, gasoline, and insecticide. There was heavy penalty for any
person who dared to transfer even a kilo of rice outside their district (Lang or Xa).
The amount of the food ration (kilograms of rice) depended on the recipient and was as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Children, 8 to 10 kilograms per month
Adults, 13.5 kilograms per month
Old people (from 60 years of age), 10 kilograms per month
Adolescent, 15 kilograms per month
Labor workers, 24 kilograms per month.

These rations could decrease to less than 10 kilograms per month depending on the tension of war or
the success of the crop. During the highest level of war, North Vietnamese never had a meal completely of
rice, but supplemented the normal meal (An Don) with a secondary food sources such as: dried potato,
manioc, corn or wheat powder. In the hardest war years, the people only had a 30% ration of rice per day.
The 225-gram food stamp was the key value in the system, because government defined that a daily
meal (lunch and dinner-khau phan hang ngay) for each person as 225 grams of rice. The other stamps were
used for change, but in any case, each person could only buy their allotted ration.
Food stamps were only good for the designated month. If the government-owned food shop did not
have enough rice to sell, the people would have to wait for the next supply shipment in the same month or
exchange the expired stamps for the new stamps. Because of the short life span of the food stamps, many
difficulties were created for the users of these stamps.
Currently, Vietnam does not use the food stamps to control their citizens. With the current open market
economy and real peace, ample supplies of rice and other produce have appeared. Food stamps are no
longer needed. The last food stamps of the Democratic Republic that I have found were dated June 1976,
while the last for the Socialist Republic were from 1981. Even so, the Army still issued food stamps for
their units. The latest Army-issued stamps that I have seen have a 1989 date.
Food stamps did not have any official documentation. Consequently, they are quite difficult for foreign
collectors to comprehend or appreciate. Furthermore, few have left the country making them difficult to
obtain and collect.
While they had no postal value, ration stamps are a fascinating sidelight to traditional Indochinese
philately. ∞
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Chu Van An Issue
Joe Cartafalsa
Figure 1 shows a stamp listed as Michel Vietnam #2392. To my
knowledge, this stamp is not listed in the Scott Catalogue. This issue
commemorated the 700th birthday of Chu Van An, a Vietnamese poet and
teacher born in 1292 AD.
This single stamp has a catalogue value of DM 0.50 (used) in Michel
(1996). The stamp was withdrawn from sale on 14 March 1992 soon after
having been issued on 18 January 1992.
Because of the short period of usage, it is not commonly found on
postally used covers. Figure 2 shows an airmail envelope with three copies
of the withdrawn stamp (Figure 1 is on the flap) in combination with a meter
imprint. The postmarks as well as the meter are from Ly Thuong Kiet and are dated 5 March 1992. The
postmark and meter contain the postal code 70504, which thanks to SICP member Tran Anh-Tuan’s 1995
Vietnam Guide, confirms the location as a suburb of Ho Chi Minh City.
Figure 1

Figure 2
How scarce is this item on cover? I have noticed only been a few retail sales of this stamp on cover.
Prices were in the $100 and up range. As a point of reference, a dealer has offered me $50 each for covers
containing this stamp.
The illustrated cover is addressed to “V.O.A.” (Voice Of America) in Washington, DC. Many covers
on the market with “V.O.A.” addresses as the result of contests. In many cases, the covers are unopened
and contain the contest entry. These contest covers were donated to a veterans organization (so I have been
told) to be sold to help charities. V.O.A. covers can be found in dealers’ low priced cover boxes. Take a
look; sometimes you get lucky with the postage stamps applied to them. ∞
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Vietnamese Military Cover from Cambodia
Howard A. Daniel III
I was immediately attracted to this cover because of seeing "Kampuchia" at the upper left of the cover
under "From:". There is also "Thanh Binh" and "Tien Phuong" in two lines above "Kampuchia". Do
these two lines translate to "Peace Front Area" or something similar?

The front is postmarked at 1000 hours (10 AM) on 26 January 1980 at
15000 (postal code) for the main post office in downtown Ho Chi Minh City.
The stamp has no value; it is a free postage stamp for the military. The
envelope is addressed to someone in district (Quan) 5 of Ho Chi Minh City.
On the back, there is a postmark for 27 January 1980 at 15250 (postal code),
which is likely the post office for district (Quan) 5 in Ho Chi Minh City.
After the Khmer Rouge took over Cambodia in 1975, they attacked areas
inside Viet Nam. The Vietnamese could not tolerate the attacks, so they
postmark on reverse
invaded Cambodia to secure their borders. The Vietnamese incursion
resulted in their occupying most of the country and fighting a guerilla war
with the Khmer Rouge. A Cambodian government was installed that was friendly to the Vietnamese, or at
least was not likely to attack them, and they made an honorable withdrawal after equipping a Cambodian
army to defend their own country.
As most of you know, I do not collect philatelic pieces that are not financial instruments or directly
related to them, so my knowledge about "other" philatelic pieces is limited. Is this a scarce piece? Is it
relevant to anyone's research? Has anyone already researched these covers and published anything like
what has been done with the KBC covers? ∞
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Vietnamese Postmarks from 1 May 1975
Joe Cartafalsa
At NAPEX 2001, attendees at my talk saw the cancel in Figure 1 as part of the lecture material. The
pictorial cancel shows a Viet Cong flag, the date “1.5.1975” and the words “ngay giai-phong/Vung
Liem” (meaning “day of liberation/Vung Liem”).
Backstamps and docketing show this cover to have been mailed in December 1975. I along with other
Americans just assumed that the Vung Liem post office used the marking as a patriotic gesture.
The true story was told to me by SICP member Mr. Khai (of Ho Chi Minh City). These types of
postmarks (liberation markings) continued to be used long after May 1 because there were no other
cancellations available. The post office could not use the old Republic of Viet-Nam cancels, so they just
continued to use the liberation marking.
This situation occurred in remote towns in the central highlands and the Mekong Delta region because
of isolation from the main lines of transportation. Vung Liem was situated at the mouth of the Mekong
River and could not be reached easily from metropolitan areas such as Ho Chi Minh City. Other instances
are noted from villages on islands offshore or in rivers.
All of the pictorial/liberation cancels are considered “rare” and are nearly impossible to locate even
from the few postal history dealers in Vietnam. ∞

Figure 1. Cover with Vung Liem liberation postmark, but mailed in December 1975
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Liberty or Death Slogan Marking
Ron Bentley
Ho Chi Minh's Declaration of Independence for Vietnam was fashioned after that of the United States.
The patriotic association between the two countries goes even further. "Give me liberty or give me death"
was the close to Patrick Henry's famous speech delivered at St. John’s Church in Richmond, Virginia on
23 March 1775. The cover depicted here carries a slogan marking that has the same message with a
slightly different bent.

Figure 1. Slogan appears at the right side of the cover mailed from Hanoi to Saigon in October 1946.
Handstamped on the cover is a four-line message.1 The first two lines translate2 as "Independence or
death!" As an integral part of the handstamp, a large "X" obliterates the first two lines. The last two lines
1

This slogan marking was cataloged as L-2 by Jacques Desrousseaux in his compendium Postes & Courriers Français en
Extreme-Orient.
2
Many thanks to Hien Nguyen for clarifying the Vietnamese characters and for providing an insightful translation.
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Liberty or Death Slogan Marking
state "I swear to live to make independence happen." In combination, the slogan's four lines convey the
message: "It is not a choice of liberty or death. Choose to live in order to make your country free!” ∞

Figure 2. At a larger scale, the division of the message into two parts becomes clear.
An Interesting Letter from Newly Independent Vietnam
Mike Johnson
Vietnam became an independent state on 29 January 1950, but it was more than a year and a half before
the first stamps of the new state were issued. According to the Stanley Gibbons catalog, this first series of
stamps, comprising 13 values from 10 cents to 30 piasters, was issued between 6 June and 23 October
1951. This was a difficult time for the new state of Vietnam and its people, who were still licking their
wounds and recovering from the destruction wrought upon their cities and industries by World War II. It
was probably more difficult for foreigners, especially European businessmen and civil servants, as well as
their dependents, who were still completing their duties, tiring of the hardships of war-torn Indochina, and
yearning to return home to Europe.
Such is the story contained within the letter, which I am about to discuss. According to the translator,
"certain linguistic oddities point to the fact that the writer may have been a native speaker of French'"
although the letter is written in German.1 For the sake of argument, let us assume that the letter was written
by a Frenchman, whom we will further assume is either a businessman or civil servant and who has been in
Indochina for some time (perhaps several years) and is getting a little homesick. The letter is dated
Haiphong, 30.10.51, and addressed to a woman named Marguerite in Leipzig, Allemagne (Germany) - then
part of East Germany .
The cover (shown in Figure 1) is interesting in itself, with a mixed franking consisting of a 70 cent
Indochina stamp (Scott #168A), and the 3 piaster. stamp of Vietnam's first issue (Scott #9.) Stanley
Gibbons does not give an issue date for the 3 piaster Vietnam stamp the only stamp of the series so listed -but some believe this stamp may have been the first one of the series issued -- on 6 June 1951.2 The

1

I am greatly indebted to Dr. Thomas Huber, American Philatelic Society's Translation Service, and to my good friend, Mr.
Ward Swain, for their assistance in translating and interpreting this letter.
2
See Lee Wade's article, "The First Issues of Viet-Nam," in the June/August, 1972 issue of the ICP (Vol. 2, No. 2, Whole
Number 7). In his article, Mr. Wade puts forth a convincing argument that the first thirteen stamps issued by Vietnam (Scott
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An Interesting Letter from Newly Independent Vietnam
stamps on this cover are cancelled by a Hai-Phong Viet-Nam, 30-10-51 postmark. On the reverse, is a
Hanoi R. P., Nord Vietnam postmark, as well as the written notation, "Exp: am 8th . 11 . 51.," which may
indicate (only a guess) the date that the letter was received.

Figure 1. Cover has mixed franking of Indochinese and Vietnamese stamps.
The writer of the letter, named Carl apparently is quite conversant in German, and tells Marguerite, "Do
not worry about the address in German, the postal officials (here) do not take offense, on duty they are
quite international." He also apologizes to Marguerite for not answering her letter of 6 June 1951, and tells
her that he has been ill for four weeks, and is just now feeling better. Carl complains that his work at the
"office" (or Bureau) where he is employed "increases ever more, especially the paperwork for war damages,
where I have to address 4 separate incidents: October 1943, March 1945, and November 1946 (2
incidents)." This suggests that Carl is a civil servant who has been involved in processing war damage
claims for the French Government in the former colony of Indochina.
Carl speaks of missing his wife, "Madeleine," and tells Marguerite that "she is feeling fine and waiting
for my arrival soon." He continues, "Unfortunately there is no chance of that since the matter of the factory
doesn't go forward at all (his work is going slowly)." But he later adds that he shortly "will let you know

#1-13 ) were actually part of two series of stamps, not one, and that the 3 piaster stamp (Scott #9) was the first stamp issued
-- on 6 June 1951.
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An Interesting Letter from Newly Independent Vietnam
about my departure date." I would venture a guess that Madeleine has accompanied Carl to Indochina, but
that she is currently living at another location some distance from where he is based.
Later in the letter, Carl alludes to his wife as "Aunt Madeleine" when referring to a gift of clothing that
she had earlier sent Marguerite, who it now appears may actually be Carl's niece. He tells Marguerite that
Aunt Madeleine has good taste and "loves simple well-made (clothes) of highest quality." Carl continues,
"since her (Madeleine's) fur coat, which she'd left behind in France has been eaten by moths and other
insects, she had a new coat made of mink furs so that she will be dressed warmly this winter." This would
suggest that Carl and Madeleine would have been returning to France very soon perhaps in a few weeks.
In his letter, Carl makes an interesting observation about living in Indochina. Referring to the necessity
of his wife getting a warm winter coat for their return to France, Carl notes that "the body has to adapt
slowly to the cold climate, which of course can only take place by a change of the blood." He continues,
"Not everybody who has lived in the Colonies for a long time can stand this change, and many have fallen
sick in Europe and others even died in a short time."
Apparently, Carl's niece Marguerite has recently relocated due to a change in her employment. He asks
her in his letter, "what are the demands of your new work?" and says "It appears that the vacation did you
good, ....as I see you had a chance to look back at the old place of work." He notes that "....now we'll have
to see whether the new soil will be good to the tender plant."
Turning to other topics, Carl asks Marguerite, "How did you like Moliere's (the Poet) 'Hypochondriac'?
In Paris, this poet is an every-day topic, just like Goethe or Schiller in Germany." This would seem to be
further evidence that Carl is a Frenchman, and that his niece may not be French, but perhaps German.
At the end of the letter to his niece, Carl closes with "Finally, please accept my regards and kisses in
large numbers and I do ask to share them with your Mother. Your Carl."
I personally found Carl's letter to be an interesting snapshot in time — one person's perspective of life
in the war-torn and far-flung former French colony of Indochina, as he prepares for reentry into the now
somewhat foreign culture of his homeland, where people are just beginning to emerge from the devastation
and dislocation of war. ∞
Revenue Proof
Ron Bentley
Among the variety of revenue stamps issued by
Indochina are the “Affiches” fiscal stamps. These
revenues were for the tax on public signs and posters.
In 1921, a series of four stamps was issued using the
design format common for the revenues of the period.
This example, in the red brown color of the 2 cent
denomination of the series, lacks an entry in the tablet
for the face value. It is perforated and gummed.
Probably, it was a proof to verify the engraving of the
basic stamp. ∞
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Tracking the Fakes & Fantasy Items of Lien Khu 5
Joe Cartafalsa
Over the past quarter century, crude-looking stamps on very clean, attractive covers, like that in
Figure 1, have appeared in the philatelic marketplace. Back in the mid-1980s, there was a controversy in
ICP about the status of these stamps. Were they fake? Were they fantasies? Back then, the SICP
leadership was of the opinion that if articles are not written comparing real stamps with fakes, the forgers
would not know how to make their products more correct. But the issue has dragged on long enough and
I decided to resolve this issue once and for all.

Figure 1. Example of a “too good to be true” cover.
I spent March 2001 in Vietnam studying the local philatelic scene. I saw more fake items than I ever
thought possible. Some dealers told me that they were real while some collectors told me that they were
fakes made in Hanoi. These covers sell on eBay or at stamp shows for $300 to $1,200 apiece. There have
been auctions featuring hundreds of them offered at one time.
Figure 2 shows a number of fake stamps, all sold as the local issues of Lien Khu 5 (Interzone 5).
I brought color scans of a few covers to the offices of Tap Chi Tem, the official publication of the
Vietnam Stamp Association. There, the editors had reference copies, which I was allowed to examine.
Once you have had an opportunity to handle the real items, you will never be fooled again. The differences
in paper, spacing of letters, etc. are very pronounced.
I tried to find the source of these fakes, and was told to look “in Hanoi” but nothing more specific.
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Figure 2. Fake LKV stamps span a wide range of Ho Chi Minh varieties.
Later during that trip, I learned that the forger is (was) a retired Viet Minh soldier who had been a fighter in
LK5 during the war against the French. He was disabled, and given a job in the History Museum in Hanoi
after the French defeat. Sometime before 1975 (1975 is when his fakes were first sold outside Vietnam in
Europe and the United States), this veteran used his time in the museum to learn about the names of the
party members, their families, addresses, etc. The fakes were produced along with postal markings and
cachets. I also learned that the forger died around 1997. My search appeared to be at an end.
My next trip to Vietnam took place in June 2001. At a local stamp club meeting, I learned that the LK5
business was being run by the forger’s son-in-law in Hanoi. His name was
“Mr. Smith” which is obviously not his real name. Le Anh Thu and I went
to Hanoi to find Mr. Smith. After talking to many of the leading collectors,
we found that Mr. Smith lived in a “bad” part of town and that there was
no address! A rough map was drawn and we went to a distant part of town
to begin the search. The neighborhood was about an hour or more from the
Old City section. We walked down and asked about Mr. Smith or “the
man that sells his father’s stamps.” Eventually, we found the home of the
widow who sells fake stamps but was not home. A child there directed us
to another house. With a high wall and an iron gate, the house was large by
Vietnamese standards – large even by American standards. Mr. Smith
invited us in after we mentioned the names of some dealers in Saigon. Mr.
Smith was very shy about his operation and material. Initially, he did not
seem to want to show much of it. He brought out a few items and I bought
some at $5 a stamp. I knew the Saigon dealers only paid $3 per stamp and
Figure 3. Genuine LKV
was told next time I come I will get a better price. I even managed to get
stamps are scarce.
sheetlets of LK4 and LK5 stamps.
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After about an hour, Mr. Smith brought out two large stockbooks filled with fakes. There were rows
upon rows of fakes. Besides the Lien Khu stamps, there were many fakes of the early North Viet Nam
issues, including the Mac Thi Buoi issue of 1956 plus the unissued stamps for the Russian revolution
(Michel I) and the Korean Flying Horse (Michel II). We all talked about stamp collecting in the United
States and Vietnam and eventually left. It had been a very satisfying day. The forger had been found and
these covers proven to be fakes.
Author’s Note In cooperation with Dr, Peter Corson, I am preparing a comprehensive listing of the
fake material plus related items translated from the Vietnamese philatelic press. We hope to offer the
compilation as a CD-ROM through SICP. ∞
Auction #58
Dear Fellow Members:
Once again I am very pleased to present an SICP Auction. I have downsized the auction considerably
as compared to the last several I’ve put together mainly by entering new material not previously listed and
by not offering any North and Socialist Vietnam. Due to my own personal time constraints this time of
year I needed to run a smaller auction. I will put together a separate auction strictly devoted to the
remainder of Vietnam issues sometime later in the year.
As always Scott Catalog numbers have been used unless otherwise noted. I will be happy to furnish
photocopies of any lot. Just remit a few dollars to cover costs. I will put as many lots on one photocopy as
I can to lower the costs and will refund any excess funds to you. Good Luck and Happy Bidding!!
Norman
Rules and regulations as outlined in the ICP of November/December 1983 apply. Lots will be awarded
to the highest bidder at one advance over the next highest bid. Bid the most you are willing to pay and your
bid, if the highest, will be lowered as much as possible. Please bid by lot number and do not combine lots
or bid on a part of a lot. Payment is due within ten days of receipt of invoice. All payments should be
made payable to Norman S. Davis.
Please make your bids in accordance with the following increments; unusual bids will be reduced to the
proper increment but billed for the amount bid. For example, if a bid of $27.86 is received, it will be
entered as a bid for $27.00. If successful, it will be billed for the full amount of ($27.86) plus postage, etc.
The following bidding increments will be used:
$ 1.01-10.00
10.01-20.00

$ .25
.50

20.01-30.00
30.01-60.00

1.00
2.00

$ 60.01-150.00
150.01-500.00
over 500.00

$ 5.00
10.00
by 5%

All bids must be received by 30 April 2002. Send your bids to:
Norman S. Davis
P.O. Box 290406
Brooklyn, NY 11229 U.S.A.
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Lot
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13

14

15

16

Description
French Indochina
#69 Gutter pair MLH. Stamp on right has
wide space between 4 and cents. F.
Used copy #132 with “E” in Indochine faintly
printed so that it appears to be an “F.” VF.
2 used copies #132 with distinctively different
colors from each other. F.
2 used copies #133 with differences as above.
4 copies #158A (3 mint, 1 used) all with
different colors from each other. F.
Lot of 20 MNH sets #241-42 sports. All VF.
#250 in block of 4 imperf. between vertically.
F.
#C20-25 Chad to Rhine imperfs with nice
margins. VF.
Postage dues #J67 & 71-73 imperfs with large
margins. MNH VF.
Same as above in blocks of 4 but no margins.
VF.
Collection of about 80 mint and used stamps
mounted on Scott specialty pages. Some
stamps have faults.
First flight cover Hanoi to Kunming
postmarked Hanoi 10/6/48 franked with #’s
150, 235 & pair C12. Rectangular black
handstamp “Ouverture De La Ligne HanoiKunming 11 Juin 1948 Par Air France.”
Also postm. Kunming 14-6-48. VF.
FFC Saigon to Hong Kong postm. Saigon
Cochinchine 2-4-47 FW #C19. Also has
purple rectangular handst. Reading “Ouverture
De La Ligne 3 Avril 1947 Saigon-Hong
Kong.” Some staining on cover. F.
FFC Paris to Saigon to Tahiti postm. Saigon
Philatelie Indochine 24-3-50 FW #’s 253-54.
Cover has black pictorial handst. Reading
“Premiere Liaison Paris Saigon Noumea
Tahiti Par Air France.” VF.
FFC Paris-Saigon-Noumea postm. Cantho
Cochinchine 23-9-49 FW #’s 166, 168 & C14
(3). Cover has pictorial black handst. Reading
“Ouverture Du Service Regulier France N.
Caledonie.” Cover was undeliverable and has
“Retour L’Envoyeur” and “Inconnu” handst.
Also has Saigon & Cantho backst. upon its
return to Vietnam 2 months later. Appears to
contain correspondence but envelope is sealed.
Very nice item.
FFC Saigon-Singapore-Batavia FW #’s
154&202 postm. Saigon 31-8-38. Black
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Min
Bid
10.

17

10.
8.

18

8.
10.
15.
40.

19

50.
18.
20
70.
20.

18.
21

22
17.

23
35.

24
40.

25

45.
26
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rectang. handst. reads “Premiere Liaison
Postale Aerienne Saigon-Singapore-Batavia
Par La K.N.I.L.M. 31 Aout 1938. Cover has
been folded twice.
FFC Indochina to China postm. Saigon 3-347 FW #C19. Purple rectang. pictorial
handst. reads “Premiere Liaison Aerienne
Indochine-Chine 4 Mars 1947.” VF.
Registered airmail commercial cover FW #’s
202, C5, C11, & C18 postm. Saigon Central
Cochinchine 24-6-45 to France with backst.
Part of the back flap is torn away. Good
cover.
Airmail comm. cover to Paris FW #’s 170 &
C14 postm. Saigon RP Sud Vietnam 23-1250 and with rectang. black handst. reading
“Ngay Hoan Toan Doc Lap Cua Vietnam
Signature Des Conventions Inter Etats
Independence Du Vietnam 23-12-50.” F.
Official cover with imprint “Residence
Superieure Au Laos” FW 2 official stamps #’s
01 & 05 postm. Vientiane Laos 27-7-33 to
Nice with backst. via Saigon. Rectang.
handst. reads “Consommez Le Riz et Le Café
D’Indochine.” Also has official handst. Cover
has several tears.
Comm. cover FW #’s 162 & C22 postm.
BPM 403 13-2-47 to France. Cover was
roughly opened and has a couple of tears.
Good cover.
Reg. cover FW #199 Colonial Arts
Exhibition s/s postm. Saigon 13-7-38 to
France with 2 backst. Very nice and unusual
cover. F.
Censored airmail cover FW #’s 149 & C10
postm. Hadong Tonkin 22-9-39 to France via
Hanoi with backst. Black oval handst. reads
“Ouvert Par L’Autorite Militaire” and has
censor tape on side and circular “A1” handst.
Contains original letter. VF.
Stampless military cover with handwritten
“Troupes De L’Indochine” at top. Postm.
Hanoi Tonkin 29-5-03 and circular handst.
“Tonkin Corps Expedition.” Cover sent to
France with backst. and also handstamped
“Ligne n Paq Fr. No.2 6-6-03.” Very nice
item.
Internal reg. cover FW strip of 3 #235 postm.
Saigon Principal Cochinchine 20-7-45 to
Cholon with backst. Cover was opened by
censor as it has handst. “Controle” on side.
Nice piece.
Airmail cover FW #169 & pair #168 postm.
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28

29
30

31

32

33
34

35

36

37

38

39

40

Djiring Annam 18-8-48 to Geneva via Saigon
with backst. VF.
Airmail cover FW pairs of #’s 162 & 169
postm. Takeo Cambodge 18-6-49 to Paris. F.
Reg. cover FW #’s 44, 45 & 50 postm.
Travinh Cochinchine 24-1-14 to India with
backstamps. Also has red wax seal. F.
Comm. cover FW 2 copies #102 postm.
Saigon Central 8-30-27 to India with backst.
Cover from India FW 1A to Saigon with
Indochina postage dues #J38 (pair) tied by
Saigon cancel 13-11-30. F.
Comm. cover FW #’s 110, 136 & 148 postm.
Hanoi RP 14-12-31 to France with backst. and
airmail label.
Colorful reg. cover to French Bureau of Mines
from Tam-Ky FW #’s 137, 148, 158 (4) along
with airmail and reg. labels. Also has red
boxed handstamp “Saigon-Marseille.” Postm.
Tam-Ky 21-3-32 with Quinhon and Saigon
backst. and French backst.
Reg. cover FW #’s 103 & 154 (3) postm.
Hanoi RP 30-4-32 to France. F.
Comm. cover to France FW #’s 148 & 155
postm. Hue Annam 23-8-30. Nice
Carcassonne slogan cancel on back.
Military cover with handwritten “FM” to
French India postm. Postes de Armees T.O.E.
2-1-50 with Pondicherry backst.
Comm. cover FW #’s 162 & 170 postm.
Saigon 18-7-51 (after 1st Vietnam stamp
issued) to Kornad South India. Purple handst.
reads “Country of Origin Did Not Require Air
Transmission within India: Hence Sent by
Surface Route.” There are several different
India city cancels on back. F.
Very nice comm. cover from Saigon to South
India. Cover is FW #’s 166-67 postm. 16-941. The cover was opened and re-sealed with
censor tape and also has a triangle censor
handstamp and a purple boxed handst. “43.”
Cover also has several backst. F.
Addressed philatelic cover FW #215 tied by
special square “Visitez Foire Exposition De
Saigon 20 Dec. 1942 – 20 Janv. 1943” cancel,
postm. 20-12-42 with Kompungcham backst.
VF.
Reg. comm. cover FW #’s 148 & 163 postm.
Bienhoa 12-4-39 sent to Paris with preprinted
addressed envelope. Backst. of Saigon and
Paris are present. F.
Reg comm. cover FW #165 postm. Saigon
Messageries Mar 1-5-32 to South India.
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Preprinted envelope also reads “Via SingaporeColombo” & also has preprinted return
address. Envelope has 5 wax seals on back
along with 2 India backst. Very nice 70 year
old cover. F.
Lot of 7 comm. covers FW a total of 9
stamps. The covers eminated from Saigon,
Cantho & Travinh with destinations of India
and Singapore as well as a couple of internal
pieces. Five of the covers have backst.
including one piece to India which has 4
backst. including Travinh, Saigon and 2 India
arrival points. Nice lot.
Lot consisting of 9 covers, 2 postal stationery
envelopes & 6 PPC’s FW a total of 24
stamps. The covers consist of internals and
overseas including Burma, France, India,
Ceylon and England. A couple of the PC’s
are not addressed. The pieces cover the period
from the 1900’s to the 1940’s and a couple
have censor markings and one even has a nice
colorful French TB Label on the back. This is
a real nice lot.
Lot of 4 covers including 2 regs. All sent to
India FW a total of 8 stamps. Three of the
covers have preprinted addresses. They have
numerous backst. One cover has a boxed
“AR” handst. and another has a boxed “BM”
handst. Three covers are from the 1930’s and
1 is from 1951. Condition varies from good
to F.
Lot of 4 covers all sent to India. The covers
are FW a total of 6 stamps and one is reg.
They were sent from Ben-Tre, Saigon, Giadinh
and Pnom Penh & are all backst. They are all
from the 1930’s.
Lot of 3 covers all to India. One is from
Laithieu and 2 are from Saigon and they are
FW a total of 5 stamps. One is reg. They are
all from 1910’s-1920’s.
Lot of 3 covers from Saigon to India FW a
total of 9 stamps. 2 covers are reg. The
covers are from 1929, 49 & 50.
Lot of 34 comm. covers and 11 postal
stationery envelopes FW a total of 58 stamps.
They are mostly from Saigon, Hanoi & Hai
Phong and look to be all sent to France. A
few have Saigon-Marseille handst. Nice lot.
Lot of 3 nice cover fronts including 1932
cover to France from Ninh-Binh FW #’s 110,
136 & 148, 1913 Saigon to France FW 2
copies #44 and a 1933 36¢ airletter Hanoi to
France.
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50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57
58
59
60
61
62

63

63A

Green picture postcard FW #9 postm. Pnum
Penh (sic) Cambodge 23-11-04 to France via
Saigon. PC depicts Pagode Chinoise a
Cholon. F.
Brown PPC #14 Hotel De La Brigade a
Saigon FW pair #6 postm. Kratie Cambodge
25-6-05 to France via Phum Penh (sic). Also
imprinted on PC is “Serie De CochinchineClaude et co., editeurs, Saigon. F.
PPC #220 Tonkin Hai Phong square et statue
J. Ferry FW #45 postm. Hanoi a Hai Phong
10 27 Sept. 10 to Paris via Hai Phong. VF.
PPC reading “Entree De Phnom Penh” FW #8
postm. Saigon port 27-5-03 Cochinchine to
France via Saigon. VF.
Green PPC reading “Vue De Hai Phong
Theatre” FW 2 copies #6 postm. Phu Lang
Thuong Tonkin 28-5-02 to France via Hai
Phong. VF.
2 PPC’s depicting Hanoi Pagoda of Lit. &
Rue De Lac each FW #8 postm. 1903 to
France.
2 PPC’s used (one without stamp). One
depicts view of Nue Deo Pagoda postm. Hai
Phong 1907 & the other postm. Hanoi 1927.
Both to France.
Lot of 3 unused PPC’s. Two are depicting
views of Dap-Cao Tonkin. The other shows a
scene of Saigon watering hole.
Higgins and Gage #2 1892 postal card with
reply unused.
H&G postal stationery envelope #1 postm.
Mytho 2 Janv 96 to Saigon. F.
H&G #1 as above postm. Saigon Central
Cochinchine 27-3-96 to France. F.
H&G #1 as above postm. Saigon Central 26
Dec. 97 to France. F.
H&G #2B postm. Saigon port 16 Mars 95 to
France. F.
Lot of 3 airmail postal stationery envelopes
including 1 copy H&G #1 & 2 copies #3. All
are used postm. Thanh-Hoa 7-6-35, Qui-Nhon
22-6-34 & Saigon Central 25-3-35. One is
roughly opened.
Mondat card FW #’s 162, 168 & 169 postm.
Cholon Binh Tay Sud Vietnam 5-10-50. Card
was sending 5,000 Francs to France. VF.
Very scarce sepia picture postcard booklet
containing 10 postcards depicting the men,
women and children of the region. It is
inscribed “Les Mois.” The 10 postcards are
numbered 77-86 (interestingly card #86 is
actually misnumbered as #80). This booklet
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was sold as a tourist souvenir. The cards are
attached on one side by perforations to the
spine of the booklet. It measures 6” x 4” and
is in super condition especially considering
that it is at least 50 years old. VF.
Cambodia
#1-17 First Issue. MLH VF.
#53-58 Coronation MLH VF.
Same as above but a little heavier hinge
marks.
#207-209 Red Cross deluxe pres. sheets. VF.
#231A flower error in margin block of 4.
Brown interleaving paper is adhered to back.
#234-36 Meteorological Day del. pres. sheets.
VF.
#263-68 Coat of arms del. pres. sheets. VF.
#272-74 Book Year del. pres. sheets. VF.
#301 Olympics with inverted overprint and
#292 with overprint but this stamp is not
listed as overprinted in set. Both stamps VF.
#315-17 Interpol del. pres. sheets. VF.
#368-71 First issue of Kampuchea. MNH
VF.
#368 Soldiers near temple with yellow color
shifted to left. Normal stamp included for
comparison. MNH VF.
#368 in vertical pair with upper stamp being
42mm tall and lower stamp 45mm tall.
Unusual. MNH VF.
#371 in horizontal pair with flag on left stamp
having a yellow line running through it
giving impression that flag is torn. Also flag
bearers hand appears to be yellow rather than
normal brown color. MNH VF.
#453 Moray eel used (probably CTO)
misperfed so that portion of upper stamp is
part of this stamp & lower portion of stamp is
printed on margin. Unusual. VF.
#’s C1A, C2A & C6A Kinnari s/s all with
post office selling price imprint missing from
lower left corner. Very scarce. Sheets are
toned & some tropical staining.
#C3 Sunken die proof in green. Lower right
corner has a couple of tears and wrinkles.
#C44-45 John F. Kennedy/Apollo 11 gold foil
issue. MNH VF.
Unissued 1965 International cooperation Year
9R value in corner margin block of 4. MNH
VF.
Block of 4 of 8R value of musical instrument
set mentioned in Scotts after #332. This set
was overprinted and surcharged in silver by the
Khmer but never officially released however
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79

80

81

82
83
84

85
86

87

88

89

90

this block of 4 does not have surcharge or
overprint. MNH VF.
Lot consisting of 15 sets and 1 s/s. Included
are #’s 59-61, 62-4, 65-7, 106-8, 115, 117-18,
126-28, 132-34, 255-58, 259-62, 263-68,
295-300, 315-17, 321-23, C19-23 and 111A,
all NH except a couple of early sets which are
LH. VF. 2002 CV 48.55.
Lot of 7 MNH sets from 1983 including #’s
374-76, 378-84, 386-92, 393-99, 404-10,
412-18. Many topicals. 2002 CV 37.50.
Lot of 9 MNH sets from 1984 including #’s
458-60, 470-76, 477-79, 480-86, 488-94,
497-503, 504-10, 511-17 and 518-24. Many
topicals. 2002 CV 42.Brown FDC FW #’s 2-3 postm. Phnom Penh
R.P. Cambodge 1-2-1952 and with black
rectang. handst. “Royaume Du Cambodge 1-21952 Premiere Emission De Timbres-PosteNationaux.” Also has blue rectang. handst.
with address Robert Dalet 71 Rue Gallieni
Phnom-Penh. VF.
Same as above but FW #5. VF.
Same as above but FW #9. VF.
Brown FDC FW #’s 38-39 & 41 postm.
Phnom Penh Cambodge 24-11-55 addressed as
above but handwritten. Black rectang. handst.
reads “Avenement De Sa Majeste Norodom
Suramarit et Sa Majeste La Reine 2498
(1955)” in French and Cambodian. VF.
Blue FDC FW #68 postm. 3-11-58 hand
addressed as above. VF.
Brown FDC FW #C1 postm. 16-4-53 hand
addressed as above. Black rectang. handst.
reads the same as lot #87. VF.
FDC FW #’s C1, C3 & C5 postm., Phnom
Penh R.P. Cambodge 16-4-53 unaddressed.
Black rectang. handst. reads “16 Avril 1953
Mise en Vente Premiere Serie Poste Aerienne
Au Cambodge” in French and Cambodian.
VF.
Very nice mix franked airmail comm. cover.
Cover has 2 copies #41 along with Indochina
#’s 158A & 162 postm. Phnom Penh R.P.
Cambodge 27-12-1951 sent to France. Very
scarce mixed franking. VF.
Scarce censor cover FW #’s 94, 237, 240, 243
& 247 postm. 31 Mai 1971 Phnom Penh to
France with 4 line red handst. “Censure
Republique Khmere Agresse Par Imperialistes
Vietcong et Nord Vietnamiens” on front. VF.
Similar to above but FW #’s 152, 217, 220,
221 & 225 postm. 1 Juil 1970 to France.
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Red censor 3 line handst. reads “Censure
Cambodge Agresse Par Imperialistes Vietcong
et Nord Vietnamiens” on back. VF.
Very nice airmail cover to Paris with postal
meter “Cambodge 4.50 postes SC 3041 3 Jun
55 Phnom-Penh R.P.” Preprinted return
address is from a doctor Veisse (pharmacist) in
Phnom Penh. Good item.
Very nice unused P.P.C. in sepia depicting
Cambodge Angkor Vat (sic). Great old card in
VF. condition.
Laos
#25-26, C13 Pagodas MLH VF. No toning.
#79-80 Stamp Day perf. & imperf. s/s’s from
the souvenir booklet. This is not a complete
set but they are 2 very good items. Mi. CV
DM 400. VF.
#266-66E UPU in 7 different imperf. trial
color proof stamps for each value making a
total of 42 stamps. All MNH VF.
#267-67E Apollo-Soyuz Mission in 7
different imperf. trial color proofs for each
value making a total of 42 stamps. MNH
VF.
Lot consisting of 31 mint stamps all having
year overprints. Included in the lot are Mi. #’s
600A-B, 601A, 602-5, 606B, 607A-B, 608-17
(1982 or 1983) and 801-8, 810-12 (1985). All
are NH VF. Many of these stamps are
mentioned in Scott at #426Q. Mi. CV is
over DM 2500.
Mi. #425-34 U.S. Bicentennial used (probably
CTO). VF. Also see Scott #’s 269-69D.
Pathat Laos Mi. #1-8 Soldiers & Dancers used
(probably CTO). VF.
Pathat Laos Mi. #9-17 Military Mint. NH
VF.
Pathat Laos Mi. #9-15 Military used
(probably CTO) VF.
The following 31 lots are all imperf. MNH
VF Sets
#283-86 Handicrafts with margins.
#298-300 Army Day with margins.
#304-305 ITU with margins.
#306-309 Postal Union with no margins.
#343-45 Disabled with margins.
#393-98 River vessels with margins.
#399-404 Pagodas no margins.
#411-12 FAO no margins.
#413-18 Autos no margins.
#419-25 Republic no margins.
#426 Bulgaria no margins.
#427-28 USSR with margins.
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50.
45.
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114
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118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132

133

134

135

136

137
138
139
140
141

#459-64 Balloons with corner margins.
#529-34 Musical instruments with margins.
#561-67 Classic cars with margins.
#599-600 Polio no margins.
#601-607 Art no margins.
#620-26 Motorcycles with margins.
#657-63 Aircraft with corner margins.
#752-54 Int’l Peace Year no margins.
#755-57 Unesco with margins.
#788-94 Capex 1987 with corner margins.
#797-803 Autos with margins.
#827-31 FAO no margins.
#832-33 Cultivation no margins.
#839-41 Costumes with margins.
#849-54 Locomotives no margins.
#867-69 WHO with margins.
#1170-73 Pagodas with corner margins.
#1188-91 Drums with margins.
#1217-20 Antiques no margins.
FDC #C7-12 Bhuddas postm. Vientiane Laos
18-11-1953. Black rectang. handst. reads
“Grand Serment Lao 18.19.20. Novembre
1953. VF.
3 FDC’s of #168-70, C52-53 & C53A. All 3
covers are reg. & 2 are cacheted. They are
postm. 15-5-1968 with a special cancellation
“Royaume Du Laos Journee De L’armee 1968
15-5-1968 Jour D’Emission. They were all
sent to the same party in the U.S. from a
stamp dealer in Vientiane. All VF.
Lot of 8 FDC’s all affixed with s/s’s.
Included are #’s 111A, 114A, 128A, 136A,
140A, B8A, B11A & C45A. They are reg. &
6 have special FD cancels. They were all sent
to the same person in the U.S. from a stamp
dealer in Vientiane & are all backst. 3 covers
have additional Laotian postage on the back.
Very nice lot.
Reg. cover FW #C14-19 postm. Vientiane
Laos 7-7-56 sent to U.S. with 2 different N.Y.
backst. VF.
VietMinh
Indochina mint #214 overprinted “Chi Dung
Trong Ngay Doc Lap.” This overprint is now
mentioned in the new Michel Southeast Asia
Catalog before the 1945-46 issues. VF.
Same as above but Indochina #221 used. VF.
Same as above but Indochina #234 mint. VF.
Same as above but Indochina #236 mint. VF.
Same as above but Indochina #B22 used. VF.
Same as above but unissued 5 cent brown type
A37 Admiral Genouilly used. VF.
Vietnam 1945-1946
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Mi. #1-60 complete set of 60 stamps in
blocks of 4 all MNH VF. Scott lists set as
ILI-1L61 but 1L14 is listed by Michel as
North Vietnam #1.
Mi. #2 (Scott# IL18) in horizontal pair with
stamp on left with overprint “Hanh-Phuc”
inverted. MNH VF.
Mi. #3 (Scott #IL19) as above.
South Vietnam
#1-13 First issue MLH. No Toning.
Horizontal pair #1 with stamp on left showing
the “C” in the lower left corner joined to “O”
of “10.” MNH. F.
First booklet containing sheetlets of #’s
1,2,6,9 and 12. The booklet is very fresh
with no tropical stains, no rusting of staples
and glassine interleavings not stuck to
sheetlets. VF.
#14-16 Nam Phuong with large black
specimen ovpts. No gum.
#19 Emperor Birthday vertical imperf. pair.
LH.
#20-26 Prince Bao Long in blocks of 4.
Toned.
#27-29 Turtles deluxe presentation sheet on
thin paper but no gum. Very rare.
#30 Refugees deluxe presentation sheet but cut
to size. Stamp is in color of #31.
#39-50 Pres. Diem imperfs. with bottom
margins. MNH VF and very clean.
#53 Post Office Building overprint with
second “U” of “BUU” overprint missing.
MNH.
2 copies #54 both with double bar obliteration
but different from each other. Both are toned.
#54 with black bar printed above inscription.
MNH.
#54 as above but bar printed below
inscription. MNH.
#55-58 Republic Anniv. imperf. horizontal
pairs. MNH. Scarce.
#68-72 Colombo Plan imperfs. no margins.
MNH.
#116-19 Railroad deluxe presentation sheets
with a few wrinkled corners. F.
#124 Boy Scouts in trial color strip of 5 with
margins. Last stamp has crease but scarce
item.
#128-31 Family code deluxe presentation
sheets. VF.
#132 Three different trial color proof singles
with top margins. Toned.
#132-35 WRY del. pres. sheets. Slight
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166
167
168
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171
172
173
174
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178
179
180
181
182
183

184
185
186

187
188

189

toning and a few wrinkles.
#136-39 Red Cross del. pres. sheets with
slight wrinkles.
#154 Children trial color proof margin pair.
Very toned.
#154-57 Children del. pres. sheets. Some
toning and wrinkles.
#170-73 Rhodes del. pres. sheets. Some
toning and wrinkles.
#181-84 Agrarian Reform imperf. Singles no
margins. MNH.
#187 Malaria trial color proof pair. MNH
VF.
#197-200 Defense imperf. singles. No
margins. MNH VF.
#203-6 Women’s Day del. pres. sheets. Some
toning and wrinkles.
#219-22 Red Cross del. pres. sheets. Some
toning.
#227-30 Dam imperfs. with large margins.
MNH VF.
#231-34 Atomic Energy imperfs. with large
margins. Some slight toning.
#231 vertical strip of 3 trial color proofs in all
different colors. MNH VF.
#231 in 2 trial color proof singles with
margins. Each stamp has a plate flaw causing
a part of the color to be missing. Unusual
items.
#231 vertical trial color proof strip of 4.
MNH VF.
#244-46 Revolution imperfs with large
margins. Some slight toning. MNH.
#255-57 Bhuddism imperfs with large corner
date margins. MNH. Some slight toning.
#259-60 ICY imperfs with margins. MNH
VF.
#278-80 Aid imperfs with margins but no
gum.
#285 in block of 4 with flames completely
missing from design. Very unusual error.
MNH VF.
#287-90 Music imperf pairs. MNH VF.
#294-97 Revolution imperf pairs. No gum.
#294 Revolution design misregistered so that
it is shifted very distinctly to the right.
MNH.
#298-300 Unesco imperfs with margins. No
gum.
#305 Patriot vertical pair with design
misregistered so that it is shifted very
distinctly to the left. No gum.
#311 Handicrafts in 2 different trial essay
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proof singles with printers lines. VF.
#312 Handicrafts with black basket shifted to
the left into the perfs and part of the black
basket from next stamp printed into margin of
this stamp. MNH VF.
#312 Handicrafts in corner block of 4 with
black basket shifted up and to the right on all
4 stamps. MNH VF.
Same stamp as above in block of 4 with black
basket shifted to the right on all 4 stamps.
MNH VF.
Same stamp as above in margin pair but with
a fabulous misprint. The design is totally
misregistered so that each of the 2 stamps has
parts of 4 stamps on them. In addition the
black baskets are inverted. Finally the margin
has parts of 3 stamps printed on it. This is
just an unusual freak. MNH VF.
#313 Handicrafts in 2 trial essay proof singles.
VF.
#315 Wedding imperf with margin. MNH
VF.
3 copies #315 with red color in each stamp
being shifted. All different from each other.
Various gum disturbances.
#316 Culture with red wording shifted down
into black wording. MNH VF.
#327-30 Allies imperf singles but no margins.
MNH VF.
#344-46 Women imperf. pairs. No gum and
with design disturbances.
#345 Women in 2 trial essay proof singles.
VF.
#346 Women with design shifted to upper
right causing green color to be misregistered.
Nice item. MNH VF.
#346 Women with black color missing.
MNH VF.
#346 Women with black color shifted 4mm
downward probably due to heavy printer’s
paper crease. MNH.
#347-48 Pacification imperf. singles no
margins. MNH VF.
#362-63 1LO imperf. singles no margins.
MNH VF.
#374 Construction block of 4 with orange and
black colors shifted noticeably to the right.
MNH VF.
#383-384 Gen’l Assembly trial color proof
singles. MNH VF.
#388 Dancers trial essay proof single with all
words and numerals in white instead of black
and smaller in size than final wording. Very

75.

150.

150.

600.

200.
14.
75.

18.
15.
35.
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65.

200.
40.
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229
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232
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234

scarce. No gum.
#392 Post Rider with skyline colors shifted
upward. MNH VF.
#392 Post Rider with brown skyline being a
much darker red. MNH VF.
#393 Post Rider with all colors shifted. MNH
VF.
#396-97 Animals essay color proofs. #397
has red ink marks on it.
#400 Harvest with white background shifted.
MNH VF.
#407 Mail Delivery block of 4 with brown
color shifted to the left on all 4 stamps.
MNH VF.
#408 Fishing single with all red color and
brown text shifted. MNH VF.
#409 Fishing horizontal pair with shifts as
above. MNH VF.
#413 Development with pink color shifted.
MNH VF.
#413 in 2 essay color proofs singles. VF.
#427 Letter writing in vertical left corner pair
with top stamp imperf at top to selvedge.
Very scarce. MNH VF.
#433 Guards 2 copies one with black color
shifted up and the other with red color shifted
down. MNH VF.
#438 Soldiers horizontal pair with left stamp
having purple color missing from stripes in
flag and soldiers’ torsos. MNH VF.
#447 World Meteorological Day del. pres.
sheet. VF.
#457-59 Development imperf singles no
margins. MNH VF.
#478-79 Hung Vuong del. pres. sheets with
some wrinkles.
#482 Surcharge with surcharge shifted into
margin. MNH VF.
#484-86 Int’l Aid Day del. pres. sheets. VF.
#493-95 UPU imperf. corner margin singles.
MNH VF.
Same as above but blocks of 4. MNH VF.
#504 Children horizontal pair imperf.
between. Very Scarce. MNH VF.
#509-11 Nat’l Theatre del. pres. sheets. VF.
Unissued 5d Burning Library del. pres. sheet.
VF.
Unissued March Northward 2 values imperf.
vertical pairs. MNH VF.
Unissued Bhuddist Conference 2 values
imperf. horizontal pairs. MNH VF.
Unissued Bhuddist Conference del. pres.
sheets. VF.
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Unissued Klong Garai Monument imperf.
vertical pair. MNH VF.
Unissued 10d surcharge on #472 in vertical
pair with bottom stamp having a significant
printer’s paper fold. MNH VF.
#’s C5-9 & #18 affixed to official bulletin
page and all stamped specimen in black.
Some tropical stains.
#C5-9 Imperf sheetlets in souvenir booklet.
Some toning.
#C10 Phoenix del. pres. sheet on thin paper
no gum. Scarce.
#J6 imperf upper margin block of 6 with
silver color shifted out of design. MNH VF.
#J6 Imperf. upper margin block of 4 with
lion’s color printed in light grey blue instead
of silver. MNH VF.
#J7-14 Imperf. horizontal pairs. Very fresh
MNH. Rare.
#J7-8 Imperf. horizontal pairs with dragon’s
color missing. MNH VF.
#J11 Imperf. bottom margin block of 4 with
green color of dragon significantly shifted on
all 4 stamps. MNH VF.
#J11-14 imperf. horizontal pairs all with
dragon’s color missing. MNH VF.
#J7-14 imperf. singles. MNH VF.
Collection of #’s M1-M2 incl. 4 singles (3
used) with shade and rouletting varieties plus
imperf., one pair with black and brown color
shifts and 11 blocks of 4 with color shifts,
text shifts, color omissions, text omissions
and color variances. All are mounted on
quadrilled pages with typed text. Very nice
study of this military issue.
#M1 with major printer’s paper fold causing a
much larger stamp than normal. No printed
text. Maybe printer’s waste. MNH VF.
#M1 with green ink being smeared. MNH
VF.
5 copies #M1 incl. 4 progressive color proofs
and 1 final stamp. All MNH VF.
Very nice lot of 20 trial color proof strips of 5
most with margins. Included are #’s 121,
144, 146, 150, 154, 162, 174, 179, 183, 189,
193, 203, 207, 212, 219, 227, 231, 235, 240,
and 261. A few strips have glassine adhered.
Nice accumulation.
Lot consisting of blocks of 4 of #’s 394-5,
398-400, 468-71, 478-79, 490-92, 501-3,
506-8 and 509-11. All MNH VF. 2002 CV
214.Official philatelic souvenir booklet issued by
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256
257
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261

262

263

264

the Administration Des Postes et
Telecommunications in 1954. Booklet front
reads “Etat du Viet-Nam Emissions de
Timbres Poste Nationaux.” In the booklet is
an accordian type pullout sheet wherein are
affixed #’s 1-13, 14-16, 17, 18, 19, B1, B2,
C1-4 & C5-9. The stamps are affixed next to
printed descriptions and there is French text on
the inside jacket. Very nice philatelic item.
Lot consisting of 46 used stamps on paper
plus one comm. cover. Various years.
FDC of #9 postm. Hanoi 6-6-1951 with 2
different black handst. in Vietnamese &
French detailing the FD. VF.
Attractive cacheted FDC of #448-50 postm.
Saigon 26-3-73. #449 is damaged.
FDC FW #’s 496-498 cacheted and postm. 11-1975 Saigon. VF.
Cacheted FDC #516 postm. Saigon 1-4-1975.
VF.
Lot of 2 FDC’s of the late surcharges
including #483 uncacheted postm. Saigon 1-674 and #’s 497 & 499 cacheted postm. 18-1174. VF.
Large collection of 95 FDC’s consisting of
#’s 55-8, 68-82, 88-95, 100 & 107, 108-15,
120-35, 140-57, 166-73, 185-92, 203-14,
219-43, 251-71, 276-80, 283-90, 298-316,
321-26, 331-42, 347-50, 362-69, 374-84,
392-93, 398-401, 405-7, 413-16, 417-20
(singles), 425-32, 441-46, 451-56, 460-61,
472-74, 478-81, 484-86, 490-92, 504-5, 51213, C5-9 & C11-14. Most covers are cacheted
and unaddressed. Some covers have tropical
stains. Nice lot at about $1.50 per cover.
Lot of 20 FD souvenir cards. Included in the
lot are #’s 258-60, 276-77, 283-86, 305-6,
316, 321, 376, 377-78, 379, 380-81, 382,
383, 392-93, 398-400, 401, 411-12, 413-14,
415-16, 447 & 451-53. Several of the cards
have tropical stains.
Lot of 28 FD souvenir cards similar to above
plus 278-80, 307-10, 376 (diff. from above),
385-88, 396-97, 441-43 & 460-61. Some
have tropical stains.
Comm. cover FW #374 postm. with scarce
Long Thanh Vietnam 30-11-70 cancel & black
rectang. handst. “Goi Tho Saigon Nho De So
Quan.” Addressed to My Tho. F.
Comm. cover FW #225 postm. with scarce
My Luong Vietnam 17-10-64 cancel plus
black rectang. handst. “Tich Cuc Tham Gia
Phong-Ve Dan-Su.” Sent to Vinh-Long with
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Saigon backst.
Comm. cover FW strip of 3 #340 postm.
Chuong-Thien Vietnam 10-3-73 plus black
rectang. handst. on back “26-3-1972 Ngay
Nong Dan Vietnam” to Saigon. VF.
Airmail cover FW #265 postm. Danang
Vietnam 26-7-66 to Gia Ding plus black
rectang. hangst. “Nhiet Liet Huong Ung Cuoc
Bau Cu Quoc Hoi Lap Hien Ngay 11-9-66.”
Contains original letter. F.
Comm. cover FW #29 postm. Cap Saint
Jacques 29-10-1956 To My Tho with backst.
via Saigon. Black rectang. handst. reads “2610-1956 Ky-Niem De Nhut Chu Nien Cong
Hoa Vietnam. F.
Cover similar to above postm. 25-7-1956
with black rectang. handst. “7-7-1956 Ky
Niem De Nhi Chu Nien Ngo Tong Thong
Chap Chanh.” F.
Airmail cover FW #121 postm. Vietnam An
Giang Buu Tram Binh Long to Chaupau via
Longxuyen 9-1-1961. VF.
Comm. cover FW #142 postm. Vinh Long
21-3-63 to Saigon with black box handst. “No
Luc Hy Sinh Bao Ve Quoc Gia La Nhiem Vu
Cua Toan Dan.” F.
Comm. cover FW #276 postm. Saigon
Cholon Vietnam 7-7-1966 to Cantho with 2
black handst. “Chao Mung Dai Hoi Khong
Quan Hay Gia Nhap Khong Quan” & “Muon
Tro Thanh Phi Long Tung Hoanh Tren Troi
Cao Khong Gian Rong Lon Hay Gia Nhap
Khong Quan” and “Muon Tro Thanh Phi
Long Tung Hoanh Tren Troi Cao Khong Gian
Rong Lon Hay Gia Nhap Khong Quan.” VF.
Comm. cover FW #288 Cu Chi Vietnam 2112-1967 to Saigon with black rectang. handst.
“Buu Dien Tich Cuc Tang Nang Xuat De
Phuc Vu Dan Chung.” VF.
Floral design comm. cover FW #380 postm.
Ban Me Thuot Vietnam 16-7-74 to KBC 4100
with arrival cancel Gia Dinh Vietnam & black
rectang. handst. “Ngay 10-7-1974 Ky Niem
Mot Nam Cai To Hanh Chanh Va Cong Vu.”
F.
Comm. cover FW pair #443 postm.
Longxuyen 13-3-73 to Dinh Tuong with black
handst. 26-3-1973 Ngay Nong Dan Vietnam.
Contains original letter. VF.
Floral design comm. cover FW #444 postm.
Vinh Binh 2-6-1973 to Saigon with black
rectang. handst. “Bau Cu Som Hoa Binh
Mau.” VF.
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Comm. cover FW #499 postm. Pleiku
Vietnam 31-12-74 & red rectang. handst. “Hoi
Nghi Quoc Te Nhi Dong Va Phat Trien Quoc
Gia Saigon 14 23/1/1975” to Dalat. F.
Airmail cover FW #501 (used in error) postm.
Hoa Hung 20-01-99 to Ho Chi Minh City.
VF.
Cover FW #M1 postm. Quan Buu Vietnam 29-69 to Saigon. Also has handst. KBC 4503.
F.
Military cover FW #17 & France #650 postm.
Poste aux Armees T.O.E. 4-10-1954 addressed
to Hanoi. Very scarce mixed franking. VF.
Military reg. cover FW France #714 postm.
Poste Aux Armees T.O.E. 15-11-54 to Paris.
Reg. label has imprint SP60.629. F.
Military reg. cover FW France #’s 673&C23
postm. Poste Aux Armees 14-1-1953 409
(Nha Trang) to Toulon with backst. reg. label
has imprint B.P.M. 409. Good item.
Pink stampless military cover with
handwritten “F.M.” postm. Poste Navale 2212-1954 to Madagascar. Also has round
purple naval handst. Aero Navale Indochine.
Good piece.
Comm. cover FW #M2 (used in error??) sent
to Vinh Binh but postm. is illegible. There is
a red handst. KBC 4686 as well. Contains
letter.
Comm. cover FW #288 postm. Cai-Be
Vietnam 30-1-1969 to Vinh Long with
backst. Black handst. on front reads “Nho Tet
Mau Than Cam Thu Cong San Mung Xuan
Ky Dau Noi Guong Bac Binh” and on back
“Xuan Dem Vui Tuoi Viet Long Dem Tang
Toc.” Cover has several tears.
Reg. cover from 1957 to Kumara Velur, India
FW 2 stamps. VF.
Lot of 11 comm. covers FW a total of 14
stamps. The covers are postm. Cangioc,
Tamky, XuanLoc, Tung-Nghia, Saigon, SaDec, Rachia, Quan-Buu, My Tho, Danang &
Cailay. Seven of the covers have original
letters. One cover has a KBC handst. and 3
are hand addressed to K.B.C. locations. Nice
lot. Most VF.
Lot of 4 military stampless covers. They are
from 1953, 1954, 1956 & 1959. 3 are hand
marked “F.M.” One has red handst. KBC
6032. Covers are from Saigon, Gia Dinh,
Quan Buu & My Tho. All to same person
who was radio operator. Very nice lot.
Lot consisting of 4 early comm. covers from
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1956-57 FW a total of 8 stamps all sent to
India. One is reg. Also included is used first
airletter to India.
Lot of 3 comm. covers incl. 1 reg. FW a total
of 6 stamps. All to India from 1962-64.
Lot of 4 comm. covers, 1 cacheted FDC & 1
airletter. 4 of the pieces were sent to India and
2 to Hong Kong. The 4 covers are FW a total
of 10 stamps. The FDC is #197-200. All
from 1957-66.
Lot of 3 comm. covers from 1959-63 FW a
total of 4 stamps. All to India.
Similar to above from between 1957-67.
Similar lot to above from between 1958-67.
Similar lot to above but FW a total of 6
stamps.
Lot of 6 early comm. covers incl. 4 reg. FW a
total of 16 stamps from 1951-57. All to
India.
Lot of 2 early comm. covers FW 2 stamps to
India. Also incl. is FDC with #’s 108 & 110
& special black handst. to Malaya.
Lot of 2 comm. covers incl. 1 reg. FW a total
of 6 stamps to India. One cover is from 1954
and one is 1971.
Lot of 6 comm. covers incl. 2 reg. from 19541967 FW a total of 11 stamps. 5 covers to
India, 1 to England.
Very interesting lot of 6 covers. Included is a
FDC FW #1 (2), #2, #5 & #6 (2) postm.
Hanoi Nord Vietnam 16-8-1951 and with
black rectang. handst. “16-8-1951 1ere Journee
De La Vente De La Serie Complete Des
Timbres Poste Du Vietnam.” On back is strip
of 3 Indochina #J71. The cover is addressed to
Ng Van Thieu (Pres. Nguyen Van Thieu)
while he was a soldier in Hanoi. It indicates
Post Restant (must be picked up by addressee).
The other 5 covers are military in nature and
include #M3 airletter and 60d postrider with
15d surcharge. Covers are all addressed to
Major R.K. Malott of the Canadian
Delegation in Vietnam. One cover was sent
from Polish Delegation. Postm. incl. PhanThiet, Quan Buu Pleiku & Binh Duong. 2
covers have KBC cancels and 2 covers are FW
#M1. Very nice lot.
#M3 Airletter postm. Quan Buu 12-8-1969
sent to KBC 4031 with handst. Quan Luc
Vietnam Cong Hoa Quan Buu KBC 3071.
VF.
#M1 Stationery envelope also FW #312 tied
by military cancel Quan Buu 25-6-68 with
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302
303
304

305
306
307
308

309

310
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312
313

314

315

additional handst. “Quan Do Vietnam Cong
Hoa Buu Tin Vien KBC 4091 LDA” to
Saigon. F.
First airletter depicting dragon mint. Flap
torn on back.
#M3 Airletter mint. Folded in center.
#M3 Airletter postm. Quan Buu Vietnam 115-70 to Angia. Also has red triangle handst.
KBC 3521. Good military item. F.
Postrider 60d airletter. Mint.
Same as above but with 40d surcharge. Mint.
Same as above but with 50d surcharge. Mint.
#M1 Airletter with 3 line inscription on back.
Mint. A few tropical stains on front.
Related Areas
Pink Avis De Reception / Payment card sent
from France to Military forces in Southeast
Asia. This card is postm. Poste Aux Armees
27-3-1954 411 (Vientiane) and was sent from
Paris with postm. 4-3-1954 Pl. de la Bourse.
It also has a Frence postal meter and hand
notation T.O.E. Scarce piece. F.
Similar to above but postm. Poste Aux
Armees 17-3-1955 422 (Bien Hoa). F.
Similar to above but postm. Poste Aux
Armees 23-9-1955 421 (Cap. St. Jacques).
F.
Similar to above but postm. Poste Aux
Armees 11-1-1955 414 (Tourane). F.
Very nice comm. cover FW 2 copies
Indochina #44 overprinted Yunnanfou a
Amitchsau 21-2-15 on back along with
another postm. Lao Kay Tonkin 22 Fevr 15.
On front of cover is an additional Yunnanfou
postm. VF.
Reg. cover front only FW 4 French stamps
addressed to Pnom-Penh Cambodge postm.
BPM 403XY 26-10-46 along with black
handst. B.P.M. 403 Annexe Hanoi.
Fabulous tourist souvenir booklet containing
40 labels (2 sheets of 20) depicting various
scenes of Southeast Asia culture and lifestyle.
The booklet jacket is red and reads
“Gouvernment General De L’Indochine Tonkin
Annam Cochinchine Cambodge Laos Carnet
De Quarante Timbres Souvenir Prix: 4
Francs.” The 4 Francs is blocked out by a red
handst. with a new 2 Francs price. The back
of the booklet shows a map of Southeast
Asia. There is a great deal of text on jacket
insides. The labels are reddish brown and the
glassine interleaving is adhered. This is a very
good item!
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WHOLE NO. 152

Lot of 9 different color pictures of pres. Ho
Chi Minh’s house. These magazine type
pictures measure 10” x 7” and appear to be
some type of souvenir offering. Very
unusual. F.
Lot consisting of India forces in Cambodia #’s
1-12, India forces in Laos #’s 1-16, India
Forces in Laos & Vietnam #1 and India forces
in Vietnam #’s 1-16. There are a total of 43
stamps in the lot MLH VF.
Lot consisting of one cover and 3 postcards
sent from Vietnam to the U.S. The cover is
FW 5 cents Herbert Hoover postm. Army and
Air Force postal service A.P.O. 9 Sep 1965
96307 (Tan Son Nhut) to Philadelphia. The 3
postcards are 5 cent Lincolns. One is postm.
Army Postal Service APO 1 Aug 1969 96491
(Cam Ranh Bay), one is postm. Army & Air
Force Postal Service A.P.O. 4 Aug 1969
96374 (Chu Lai), one is postm. Army Postal
Service 10 Aug 1969 96381 (Long Binh). All
are addressed to Philadelphia. Also included is
a cover FW 2 4 cent Lincolns addressed to a
P.FC identified as stationed in Bangkok but
then changed to San Francisco but then sent to
Saigon as evidenced by backst. directory
service given APO 27 Dec 1961 143-1.
Cover sent from NJ through NY all very
interesting items.
Very nice collection of 7 large documents
showing various official seals and handst. FW
a total of 18 revenue stamps from
Cochinchine. The documents are from 18961899.
4 PPC’s depicting diff. scenes of the marriage
of the Prince of Annam in Algeria. One is
unused and 3 are FW France #113 and are all
postm. from Algeria and it looks to be 1905.
2 French Colonies stationery envelopes both
postm. Tonkin 1891 & 1892 one addressed to
Paris and the other to Hanoi. These are two
very nice early postal items. F.
First flight cover FW 15f French stamp. The
airmail cover is a very interestingly designed
piece especially the back. It has a preprinted
address on the front and back. Also preprinted
text on front reads “Air France Inauguration
Du Service Aerien Paris-Saigon Par Avion
Lookhead (should this be Lockheed??)
Constellation.” Black handst. reads “20e
Anniversaire De La Liaison Aerienne ParisSaigon 1930-1950.” Cover is postm. PLM
Avion 1-3-1950 B. Also has Saigon backst.
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Very nice piece.
Lot of 10 mint Australian forces in Vietnam
airletters.
Same as above.
French colonies 5¢ postal envelope with very
clear Saigon Central Cochinchine postm. 4
Janv. 93 to Saigon. Very nice old item.
Tourist souvenir folder (accordian style)
containing 7 double sided color pictures of the
people and culture of Vietnam. Depicted are
scenes from Saigon, Tay Ninh, Dalat, Cap.
St. Jacques, Hue etc. It is postm. on the front
cover “Army & Air Force Postal Service
A.P.O. Jul 28 1966.” It is addressed to New
York from a major at APO San Francisco and
is marked “free.” Very nice.
Similar to above but with different pictures
and no postmark. VF.
Very attractive cover FW 6 different French
stamps including 4 semi postal commems
postm. Paris-Aviation Sce Etranger 10-6-1946
to Saigon via Air France. Purple rectang.
pictorial handst. reads “Reouverture De La
Ligne 11 Juin 1946 France – Indochine.
Backst. Saigon – Principal Cochinchine 14-646. VF.
French cover FW 15f Marianne postm.
Marseille 28-3-50 to Saigon with backst.
Black handst. reads “20e Anniversaire De La
Liaison Aerienne Paris-Saigon 1930-1950.”
VF.
South Vietnam – Late Arrivals
#23 Prince Bao Long in right side full corner
vertical margin block of 10 with distinctive
excess green ink squiggle between 2nd and 3rd
vertical stamps on right side and again reappearing on margin. F.
#147 Fifth Anniv. in horizontal used pair with
a 4th red stripe on flag when there should only
be 3 stripes. Unusual.
#267 Education lower left corner margin block
of 4 with two vertical stamps on left being
significantly lighter in color than two stamps
on right. VF.
#295 Revolution lower left corner margin
block of 4 with yellow color in flag
noticeably shifted to the right causing part of
flag background to be white. Unusual & VF.
#295 Revolution right side margin block of 4
with all yellow color missing (see SG
#S275A) causing entire flag background to be
white. In addition lower right stamp has
soldiers helmet missing gray shading. Scarce.
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VF.
#313 Handicrafts in margin block of 4 but it
is so misregistered that the parts of 9 stamps
appear on the block including in the selvedge
and the margins are actually unperfed in the
middle of the stamps. A real oddball!! VF.
#314 Handicrafts in horizontal margin pair
with dark brown color shifted to left causing
double impression of woman’s head along
with other shifts. VF.
#393 Postrider used with entire background in
light green rather than normal pink. Unusual.
F.
#397 Tiger with background in light green
rather than normal pink. VF.
#397 Tiger in block of 4 with yellow color of
tiger shifted up causing a shadow. MNH VF.
#406 Rural mail block of 4 with all black and
brown text shifted noticeably to left into the
margins. MNH VF.
#424A Air Vietnam with all light & dark
yellow color completely missing from all 4
stamps. Very unusual & scarce. VF.
#438 Veterans upper left vertical corner
margin pair with bottom stamp having a plate
break causing a small omission of purple
color in lower band by word “Hoa.” VF.
#J6 in lower margin block of 8 imperf. with
silver color missing in varying degrees on 7 of
the 8 stamps especially on top 4. VF.
#J7 imperf. bottom margin block of 4 with
very significant purple ink blotch in between
the 2 bottom stamps. Very unusual. VF.
#J10 Essay proof imperf. singles with huge
margins. #’s J11 & J13 are both green and
yellow which was the final color for #J12 &
#’s J12 & J14 in red & bright green which
was the final color for #J11. Very scarce.
Some tropical staining on backs.
#’s J11-14 imperf. essay proofs with huge
margins on all sides. #’s J11 & J13 are in
one piece and #’s J12 & J14 are in one piece.
The color of the 4 stamps are in the final color
of #J13. Very scarce & VF.
#’s J11-14 imperf. essay proof in one piece
with huge margins & positional markings.
They are in the color of #J10 but the dragon
color is light blue rather than the final
carmine. Some tropical stains. Scarce.
Lot consisting of 22 stamps all with great wet
ink impressions on their backs. Included in
the lot are #295 (1), 296 (pair), 313 (block of
6), 315 (block of 4), 343 (pair), 344 (1), 387
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350

351
352
353
354
355
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359
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(1), 400 (pair), 403 (1) and 413 (pair). This is
a very nice lot all VF.
Lot consisting of 36 stamps all with minor
print flaws, blotches, spots, etc. Included in
the lot are the following: #2 (block of 4), 15
(pair), 173 (pair), 376 (block of 4), 398 (block
of 4 & strip of 3), 416 (pair), 440 (block of
4), 448 (pair), 488 (strip of 3), C2 (pair) and
C10 (block of 4). All are F-VF.
The following 28 covers are FDCs
#14-16 Empress Nam-Phuong. VF.
#17 I.T.U. cacheted. VF.
#18 UPU cacheted. VF.
#20-23 Prince Bao-Lung cacheted. VF.
#154-57 Child Protection. Cacheted. VF.
#158-61 Pres. Diem. Cacheted & addressed.
VF.
#178-80 UNESCO cacheted. VF.
#185-88 Malaria. Cacheted & addressed. VF.
#189-92 Postal Service. Cacheted. VF.
#197-200 Defense. Full cover cachet. VF.
#203-6 Women’s Day. Cacheted. VF.
#235-38 Meteorological Day. Cacheted. VF.
#244-46 Revolution. Cacheted & addressed.
VF.
#247-50 Views. Cacheted. VF.
#262-65 Flowers. Cacheted. VF.
#266-69 Education. Cacheted. VF.
#278-80 Aid. Cacheted. VF.
#315 Wedding. Cacheted. VF.
#384 Building. Cacheted. VF.
#405-7 Mail. Cacheted. VF.
#408-10 Fishing. Cacheted. VF.
#413-14 Development. Cacheted. VF.
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373
374
375
376
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#415-16 Farming. Cacheted. VF.
#425-27 Letter Writing. Cachted. VF.
#448-50 Agrarian Reform. Cacheted. VF.
#451-53 Interpol. Cacheted. VF.
#457-59 Development. Cacheted. VF.
#466-67 Ferry. Cacheted. VF.
Very nice legal size cover FW #’s 6, 14, 17,
C4 and C5-9 postm. Saigon Aeroport
Vietnam 18-3-53 to California with backst.
Some tears on back.
380 1962 Military cover FW #’s 112 & 152 sent
from KBC 4710 with red circular handst. to
Phong Dinh. Stamps postm. Quan Buu with
Saigon and Cantho backst. Postm. date on
back 8-10-62. VF.
381 Very unusual handmade booklet formed from
front side of cachet envelope prepared for #B3.
There is a FD cancel on the front of this
“Booklet” along with a red handst. reading
“Hoi Bai Lao Viet-Nam Saigon” with a TB
cross in center. Inside this handmade stapled
booklet is affixed #B3 tied by FD cancel.
There is a glassine interleaving and an address
“Lu Cu Liem II, Ben Chuong-Duong Saigon,
Sud-Viet-Nam.” Very unusual!!
382 Lot of 4 military covers and airletters. The 2
covers are cacheted. One is FW #’s 428 &
445-46 postm. Pleiku 13-4-1973 from the
Hungarian field office. The other cover is FW
#428 & 436 postm. Saigon 31-7-73. There’s
an M1 on the cover as well but it isn’t tied.
As for the airletters one is the 60d Postrider
with 15d surcharge postm. Bien Hoa 24-2-73
from the Canadian Int’l Commission
Delegation. The other is a Forces airletter
Pour Militaires FW #’s 398 & 436 postm.
Pleiku 12-5-73. All 4 pieces are addressed to
Major R.K. Malott. This is a very nice lot.
All VF. ∞
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In Search of Information
Query 02-02: A European dealer offered your
editor this pair of Viet Minh stamps with additional
overprints. “BDLK4” is in the top line of the
uncataloged overprint. Doers anybody have
information about this overprint or an opinion on
these items? ∞
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